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Abstract
We present  computer-assisted methods for constructing polygonal knots with verification. We start
from the most basic crossing  of a paper tape. The construction and the subsequent verification are
performed through the interaction with the software tool called e-origami system (abbreviated to
Eos), which we have been developing. We tackle the problems  of construction and verification of
polygonal knots  with a simulated  tape, i.e. a sheet of origami paper long enough to make a desired
knot.  Eos has its own simple programming language with which the users of Eos communicate to
perform  step-wise construction, as if a piecework of an origami is made by hand. The  challenge is
to  construct  regular  polygonal  knots  with  rigor  and  rigidity.  This  required  a  method  beyond
classical Huzita’s method. We  extended the Eos language of the first-order logic specialized to
geometry.  This  enables a line of development from a regular triangle pre-knot to 2n+1 polygonal
knot and arbitrary n-gon knot-like objects.

1. Introduction
Knot and fold are one of the most basic operations by hands of human being since the earliest civilization.  Both have gone through long
history of elaboration and now have the  level of arts, sciences and engineering of the daily life.  Sailing cannot be imagined without
making use of knots.  Japanese kimono cannot be dressed properly without the use of broad sash (a kind of cloth-made belt called obi)
which are used to fasten the kimono with a knot constructed both for fastening and decoration.  Methods for folding the sash to be stored
are of common practice as well.  Moreover, knot and fold by hand help children develop geometrical intuition at an early stage of learning
since we do not need tools, but yet we at even early age have ability to abstract, from concrete objects, shapes and to reason about them.
Folded knots can be both abstract geometrically and concrete enough to be tangible and effective.

In this paper, we consider knots of a paper tape by folding such as illustrated in Fig. 1.  It is essentially an artwork of paper fold (origami),
given an adequate length of an origami of tape shape.  Knot folds with tangible tapes or origamis, apart from the knot theory, are men-
tioned in scientific contexts as early as the beginning of the 20th century[A, B], but the  mathematical treatment seems to be lagging and
reported first  in 1982 by Sakaguchi [C].  We developed further Sakaguchi’s study, and show underlying simple theories of knot folds and
their varous aspects.
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Fig. 1:  Pentagon knot

We first  show a triangle knot, which will be shown in Fig. 2.  It is simple enough to explain the construction only by several fold opera-
tions.  However, the triangle knot is not rigid, and may not even be called a knot.  The most basic one is a pentagonal knot.  It was studied
by several authors including us (the most recent result will be published in the forthcoming issue of Journal of Symbolic Computation [D],
and hence will be explained very briefly.
We then discuss about the knots of n-gons, where n ≥ 3, leading to the knots of decagon. It needs a constraint solving over the polynomial
ring with coefficient of rational numbers in order to construct a precise decagon possibly with a little hole in the center of the decagon.
The Eos language allows the user to specify the construction using existentially quantified formulas with typed variables (e.g. ones of type
Point and Line).  They are translated to polynomial rings, which are used first to visualize the shape, and later when the construction is
completed, to form ideals.

2. Preliminary
In this section we briefly explain the language Orikoto of Eos which is defined on the top of Mathematica 10, and is realized as a collec-
tion of Mathematica packages. With Orikoto, we can describe the fold methods in various ways.  The most typical way is to use Huzita’s
basic fold operations. It is defined as a function HO, consisting of the following seven rewrite rules.  The function is named HO (standing
for Huzita Ori, due to  H. Huzita, who presented a set of six basic origami operations[E] The order of the definition of the rewrite rules and
types of the arguments uniquely determines which rule is to be taken when HO[ ... ] is evoked.

1. HO[P Q]
2. HO[P_?PointNameQ, Q_?PointNameQ]
3. HO[s_?SegmentNameQ, t_?SegmentNameQ]
4. HO[s_?SegmentNameQ, Q_?PointNameQ] 
5. HO[P_?PointNameQ,  s_?SegmentNameQ,Through → Q_?PointNameQ] 
6. HO[P_?PointNameQ, s_?SegmentNameQ, Q_?PointNameQ, t_?SegmentNameQ]
7. HO[P_?PointNameQ, s_?SegmentNameQ, t_?SegmentNameQ]

In addition to the required parameters that should satisfy required type property, each accepts many keyword parameters (hereafter we call
them keyword parameter in order to avoid the confusion with Optional parameters) to make the variations of folds possible. For example,
Direction → Mountain specifies that the fold is a so-called mountain fold.
HO[P Q] folds the origami along the line extending the segment P Q.  It can also be expressed as follows: given two points P and Q, it
folds the origami under construction along the line that passes through P and Q.
HO[P, Q] folds the origami along the line that superposes P and Q.  The line along which the fold is made is called a fold line.  HO[P, s
,Through → Q] folds the origami along the fold line that superposes segment s and P and passes through Q. We omit the explanation of
other rules as they are discussed in detail in other publications[D, G]. We note that the rules 3, 5, 6 and 7 do not deliver a unique fold line.
Users of Orikoto, either choose one fold line out of the fold lines Eos will present in interactive mode of computation, or they have to
specify which fold line to choose after they run the first trial.
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HO[P, Q] folds the origami along the line that superposes P and Q.  The line along which the fold is made is called a fold line.  HO[P, s
,Through → Q] folds the origami along the fold line that superposes segment s and P and passes through Q. We omit the explanation of
other rules as they are discussed in detail in other publications[D, G]. We note that the rules 3, 5, 6 and 7 do not deliver a unique fold line.
Users of Orikoto, either choose one fold line out of the fold lines Eos will present in interactive mode of computation, or they have to
specify which fold line to choose after they run the first trial.
 Huzita’s set of the basic operations has been extended in a way that we can express the fold lines in a statement of the first order logic.
Together with the keyword parameters applicable to HO, we can completely specify the several fold steps in one statement (as far as the
statement is  computationally feasible).   This new extension is  the feature that  we are going to explore heavily in order to construct
polygonal knots. 
The following Orikoto program example constructs an angle of π/3 using two HO calls.  In addition to the function HO, we need auxiliary
functions BeginOrigami, Unfold,  and optionally EndOrigami.  Furthermore, keyword parameters are used in one HO call.

Example 1: Construction of an angle  π/3

BeginOrigami[{50, 10}];

HO["A", "D"];

Unfold[];

HO["D", "EF", Through → "A", MarkPointOn → {{"CD", "W"}}, Case → 1];

Unfold[];

The names of points and segments are double-quoted in the program, but when they appear in the textual contexts, the double-quote
characters are droppe. The parameter {50, 100} of BeginOrigami specifies that the origami paper subjected to be folded is  a 50-by-100
unit sized origami sheet. Due to its shape,  we will call it a tape here. The call of BeginOrigami[...] creates a tape with four corner points
A, B, C and D (enumerated counter clockwise).  The evaluation of HO[A, D] constructs a tape with  half the height of the original tape by
folding along the line  superposing points A and D.  The fold is a valley fold by default. We have two Unfold operations in Example 1.
Note that the unfold is not undoing the fold operation since the unfold leaves the crease made by the fold line of the previous step and the
constructed marked points. In some operations, we want to mark the points of intersection between the fold line and the existing creases
and edge lines.  To mark the points  of  intersection by a desired name, we specify MarkPointOn →  {{s,  n},  ...},  which specifies the
intersection of the fold line and segment s by name n.  In Example 1, point W is created on the segment C D and ∠WAB is π/3.
We then prove that  

∠AWD = π/∕3. (1)

We use Gröbner basis method to verify  (1).   Eq. (1) implies that  

SquaredDistance[A, D] == 3 SquaredDistance[W, D]

The following program  verifies that Eq. (1) is true.

Goal[SquaredDistance["A", "D"] ⩵ 3 SquaredDistance["W", "D"]];

Prove[];

EndOrigami[];

 The proof of the correctness of the construction is reduced to the ideal membership problem which is solved by computing its Gröebner
basis.  Eos generates a proof document (proofdoc for short) [F] to show the details of the construction, reasoning towards the proof and
algebraic manipulation,  as a separate Mathematica notebook.
The proofdoc “proofdoc-example1.nb” for Example 1 is appended to this paper.

3. Origami fold of a regular triangle
We first tackle the construction of  a regular triangle pre-knot shown in Fig. 2. In Orikoto, we can describe the folds by several ways.  The
most typical way is to use Huzita’s basic fold operations, as we have seen in Section 2.  The main challenge here in constructing polygonal
knots is to make the knots rigid.  We need to fasten the tape at some steps of the construction.  This requires an operation beyond Huzita’s,
and for that purpose Eos additionally incorporates the language of the fragment of the first-order logic specialized to geometry in the core
and let it accessible to origamists.  The fragment of the first-order logic is in the kernel of Eos since the earliest development, and we
constantly needed  to enhance the semantics of the logic whenever  applications demanded.

Example 2:  Regular triangle pre-knot
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Fig. 2:  Regular triangle pre-knot

We call the shape of Example 2 a pre-knot  since it lacks the physical properties that are common in knots.  Namely, the tape should make
both crossings and loops and the constructed knot should possess some kinds of rigidity.   The above object is intuitively loose.  It is easily
unraveled by unfolding , i.e. by folding it along the same line with “mountain” direction rather than (default) “valley” direction.  Nonethe-
less, the object is a pre-knot in that it will be developed to be the most basic knot fold, i.e. a pentagon knot.  Example 2 also serves  to
explain the advanced use of Eos.  As we have seen in the construction of an angle π/3 on the tape,  we can construct the regular triangle
pre-knot with several steps.  However, we opt for more succinct way of specifying the construction using the extension of HO. 
The construction starts with the call of BeginOrigami[...] as before.  The important parameter here is the size of the initial origami, which
is  200  by  20  units  in  this  case.    The  values  may  be  arbitrary  as  far  as  we  can  construct  the  desired  shape.   Before  the  call  of
BeginOrigami[...], we call Interaction[True] to make the construction interactive.  At some points of the construction, we have a choice to
select one fold line among the candidate fold lines.  We already encountered this situation in Example 1, where we specify Case → 1,
although we skipped its explanation. In general, the choice cannot be made  in advance before the construction starts.
Example 2: Regular triangle pre-knot

Interaction[False];
BeginOrigami[{200, 20}];

After this, the following two calls will do the rest of the  construction.

NewPoint[{"E", {80, 0}}];

HO

∃m::Line ∃n::Line ∃f::Point ∃g::Point ∃h::Point m ⩵ f "E" {f, g, h} ⊂ "CD"

g ∈ "E" "A"m  n ⩵ f g(hm)n ⩵ "E", MarkPointAt → {"F", "G", "H"},

(*⋆MarkPointOn→ False,*⋆)Handles → {"A", "A"}, Direction → {Valley, Mountain},

Show → True, Case → 2;

The call of NewPoint[{E,{80, 0}}]  puts a point E at position (80,0,0). The position is arbitrary on the edge AB on the initial origami
ABCD. We use a 3D Cartesian coordinate system internally in Eos.  However, origamists reason with  2D coordinates most of the time
since all they need, as far as the specification of points are concerned, the objects of study are on the z = 0 plane.  However,  at the phase of
graphical visualizations, the 2D framework is extended to 3D. 
The next function call HO[...]  actually constructs the regular triangle pre-knot. Unlike the original Huzita’s basic operation,  the above HO
call is with parameters of existentially quantified formula (with other keyword parameters).  This functionality is the extension that we
make frequent use in the construction of the polygonal knots.  It is shown elsewhere in [D], that in order to make a rigid knot the use of
this extension is essential.  The logical formula that appears as the first argument of the HO call in the above:

∃m::Line ∃n::Line ∃f::Point ∃g::Point ∃h::Point

m ⩵ f E {f, g, h} ⊂ C D g ∈ E A

 n ⩵ f g(hm)n ⩵ E 

is self-explanatory to Mathematica readers, where we use the following  notations, making use of Mathematica Notation package.  For the
sake of reading further examples, we summarize our notions:
. p q Segment[p, q] or its extension to the line
. ∃x::τ P prenex normal form of a first-order formula, existentially quantified by variable x of type τ
. ∀x::τ P prenex normal form of first-order formula,  universally quantified by variable x of type τ
. Xm               the reflection of point X across line m
. p ∈ m                incident relation of point p and  line m
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. {p1, ..., pk} ⊂ m         incident relation of points p1, ..., pk  and  line m

The parameters of HO may include keyword parameters, unless we use the default values for the unspecified keyword parameters.  In
Example 2, the parameters MarkPointAt→ {F, G, H}, Handles→ {A, A}, Direction→ {Valley, Mountain} are important to control the
folds.  The logical formula of the first argument of HO determines the fold lines and the necessary supporting points.  The actual folds are
controlled by the values of the keyword parameters.  MarkPointAt gives, respectively,  the names for the declared existential variables of
type Point.   Handles are used to determine the sides of the determined fold lines, and hence the faces to be moved.   The faces of the side
where the handle point is on  are reflected (moved) by the fold.  In this example, we pick up point A twice, when folded by m and then by
n.  Note that the position of  point A after the fold by m is different from that of the point A before the fold by m. Direction specifies either
mountain fold or valley fold for each fold.  In this case we have two fold lines, and therefore we specify that the first fold is Valley and the
second fold is Mountain.  Case→ 2 specifies that we choose the second solution.  In fact, there are two solutions for fold lines.  We have to
find  one  that  will  realize  our  construction  by  setting  Interaction[True]  and  perform interactive  construction.  During  the  step  of  the
construction is being tried, a pop-up window appears asking us which case we want to choose to proceed the construction.  After we input
2, the pending construction is resumed and the entire construction is finished.  Alternatively, at the beginning we set  Interaction[False] and
set the construction mode non-interactive, in which mode we have to specify the case to be selected in the program. 
We have several ways of displaying the constructed object by utilizing the built-in functionality of Mathematica.  For example, we draw
the regular triangle to focus on by:

ShowFolded[ShowMarkPoints → {"E", "F", "G", "H", "A", "B", "C", "D"},
More → {Thickness[0.004], Hue[0], GraphicsLine[{"E", "F", "G"}]},
SphericalRegion → False];

and 3D layered view of the origami. Here, we can see how faces that constitute the origami are placed (i.e. adjacent  and/or  over/under).

LayerView[3.0, SphericalRegion → False, Hinge → True, ImageSize → 300]

Now to conclude our example, we show the proof that △FEG is a regular triangle. We have three steps of reasoning.  The first is to
generalize the construction by re-defining the coordinate assignment of the free points, which in this case  are A, B, C, D and E.  Then, we
state in Orikoto the geometrical property that we claim to hold after the construction.  The statement is given by the call of Goal[...].
Finally, we call Prove[..].  Function Prove  does all the necessary translation of  the construction to algebraic expressions, and invoke
GroebnerBases function of Mathematica.

Module[{wd, ht = 1, u, map},
map = { "A" → {0, 0} , "B" → {wd, 0}, "C" → {wd, ht} , "D" → {0, ht} , "E" → {u, 0} };
Goal[PointEqual["E", "H"] ⇒

SquaredDistance["H", "G"] ⩵ SquaredDistance["G", "F"] ⩵
SquaredDistance["F", "H"]];

(*⋆ E != H applies to the case 2.*⋆)
Prove["Regular Triangle Pre-−Knot", Mapping → map]];

The proofdoc “proofdoc-example2-triangle-pre-knot.nb”  for Example 2 is appended to this paper.

4. From pre-knot  to knot
4.1 Loose knot made of pre-knots

The simplest knots should have three crossings.  We will see how it is made from the triangular pre-knot.  In Example 2, we constructed a
triangle pre-knot on the left part of the tape.   We can perform similar construction of the triangule pre-knot on the right part of the tape,
and obtain the following shape in Fig. 3.  We have a triangle  △JMK congruent to  △FGE.
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Fig.3: Example 3 - two crossings on the tape

The next step of the construction is different from the others using HO so far, in that it has the parameter InsertFace→ Top.  This tells that
during the fold (valley fold in this case), the moving face is not put on top of the face EFKJ, but is inserted below the top faces.

HO["J", "KC", "X", Handle → "B", Case → 2, InsertFace → Top,
MarkPointOn → {{"JB", "Y"}}, MarkDisplacement → 0];

We show the result with the marking lines (in red), which tell that we have a polygon inscribed in the knot.

Fig. 4:  A loose polygonal knot

ShowFolded[ShowMarkPoints → {"A", "B", "C", "D", "E", "J", "K", "M", "H", "F", "I"},
More → {Thickness[0.01`], Hue[0], GraphicsLine[{"E", "F", "H", "I", "K", "J"}]},
SphericalRegion → False, MarkDisplacement → 1];

We view the final origami in 3D frame, where we can clearly see that the moved face has been inserted  immediately below the face EFKJ.
However, it is not rigid enough since we can pull and move the both end AD and BC of the tape outward.
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Fig. 5:  A loose knot in 3D view

Recall that the initial position of M is taken to be at an arbitrary position on CD, only to the right of G.  We can specify in Orikoto that
point M is put at the same position of G. Then, we have  the following shape, where the regular hexagon is embedded in the knot section.

Fig. 6:  A loose knot embedding a hexagon

We can prove easily by Eos that the polygon EFHIKJ is a regular hexagon. The proof is omitted here since a similar proof will  be
presented in Section5.  Note, in passing, that  we will still be unable to attain the rigidity of the knot, as point A (hence point D) can move.
This movement deforms all the edges of the constructed polygonal knot.
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We can prove easily by Eos that the polygon EFHIKJ is a regular hexagon. The proof is omitted here since a similar proof will  be
presented in Section5.  Note, in passing, that  we will still be unable to attain the rigidity of the knot, as point A (hence point D) can move.
This movement deforms all the edges of the constructed polygonal knot.

4.2 Regular pentagon knot
To construct polygonal knots accurately, we look at the completely unfolded tape of the knot shown in Fig. 7.  The pattern of the creases
and the points gives clue to the design of the rigid regular polygonal knots. 

Fig. 7:  Fully unfolded tape obtained from the loose knot of Fig. 6

In the fully unfolded tape in Fig. 7, the two quadruples  (E, F, H, G) and (K, J, M, N), where M and G coincides are important.  What we
will do to create the pentagon knot is to change the slope  of EF and to take M and G apart.  The conditions for these changes in mathemati-
cal terms are as follows:
∠FEA=2π/5 and |E F| =  |E J|=d, where d is the  length of the edge of the pentagon.

Figure 8 is the desirable positioning of the points for the pentagon knot in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8:  Positioning the points to construct a regular pentagon knot

Fig. 9:  Regular pentagon knot

For later reference, we draw the perpendicular of  A B passing through F, and let the foot on A B be Z, as shown in Fig. 10. 
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Fig.10:  Point Z on the tape to construct a regular pentagon

We state the constraints among the concerned points and then we will be half-done.  To state the constraints concisely we introduce the
following overloading of the operators. The operators of plus (+) and binary minus (-) are overloaded to operate on points.  Points in Eos
are represented by the data structure Points[x, y].  We let them operate on coordinate components, i.e.  Point[x1, y1] + Point[x2, y2] =
Point[x1+x2, y1 + y2] and likewise for binary minus. Furthermore, trigonometric functions and irrational numbers cannot be used for our
algebraic constraint solving and proving, we replace the relation involving the angle 2π/5 as follows:
Let ht be the height of the tape, and b = Cot[2π/5] .  Then we have 

Z E = b ht

The  radicals form of  b   is 

b =
1

5
5 -− 2 5 

and is easily shown to be one of the roots of  Eq. (2) in b 

5 b4 -− 10 b2 + 1 ⩵ 0 (2)

Furthermore, we have

(b ht)2 + ht2 = d2

Collecting all the constraints together we have 

∃e::Point ∃f::Point ∃h::Point ∃j::Point ∃k::Point ∃l::Point ∃b::Num ∃d::Num
e ⩵ X  f ⩵ e +Point[ -−b ht, ht]  h ⩵ f +Point[-−d, 0]  j ⩵ e +Point[ d, 0] 

k ⩵ j +Point[b ht, ht]  l ⩵ k +Point[d, 0]  5 b4 -− 10 b2 + 1 ⩵ 0  b ht )2 + ht2 ⩵ d2

The Orikoto program to construct the regular pentagon and to prove its correctness  is as follows.  The proofdoc “proofdoc-example3-
pentagon-knot.nb” for this construction is appended to this paper.

Construction 
Proof

5. Regular decagon knot construction
From the discussions so far, we see how to generalize the construction of polygonal knots.  Let us assume that we always pick up point B
of the initial tape as a handle.  Then we let the slope b of the first fold line Tan[2π/n].  The value of b can be computed by solving  the
polynomial equation.  For instance, when n is 10, b is one of the solutions of 
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From the discussions so far, we see how to generalize the construction of polygonal knots.  Let us assume that we always pick up point B
of the initial tape as a handle.  Then we let the slope b of the first fold line Tan[2π/n].  The value of b can be computed by solving  the
polynomial equation.  For instance, when n is 10, b is one of the solutions of 

5 -− 10 b2 + b4 ⩵ 0

We create the tape with points marked as follows:

Fig.11:  Points for the construction of the regular decagon knot

Then  we have  the length of the each edge of the regular polygon d = |E F| = |G H| = ...., and c = |E0 F0| = |G0 H0|.   The value d can be
taken arbitrary, i.e. independent from c, b  and ht.  Depending on the values of d and b, we have a different shape of regular polygon
embedding.   The following is a regular decagon knot with a hole when d = 3. 
When we connect together the isosceles trapezoids so as to have d =c + 2 b ht, then the hole  may disappear.  In the case of the decagon,
when  d =c + 2 b ht, we have two loops, each makes a regular pentagon knot that we discussed about in Section 4.2.  The fold directions
are specified in the program, but it can be differently set as well  and the rigidity changes accordingly.  
The proofdoc "proofdoc-decagon-knot.nb" for this construction is appended to this paper,

Construction 

BeginOrigami["Decagon Knot", { 42 , 1}, Show → False];

a = 4; c =.; ht = 1; b =.; d = 3;

NewPoint["X" → {a, 0}];
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Decagon Knot: Step 1

HO
∃e::Point ∃e0::Point ∃f::Point ∃f0::Point ∃g::Point ∃g0::Point ∃h::Point ∃h0::Point ∃i::Point ∃i0::Point

∃j::Point ∃j0::Point ∃k::Point ∃k0::Point ∃l::Point ∃l0::Point ∃m::Point ∃m0::Point ∃n::Point
∃n0::Point ∃b::Num ∃c::Num

 e ⩵ "X"

e0 ⩵ e + Point[-−b ht, ht]  f0 -− e0 ⩵ Point[c, 0] 
g0 -− f0 ⩵ Point[d, 0] 
h0 -− g0 ⩵ Point[c, 0] 
i0 -− h0 ⩵ Point[d, 0] 
j0 -− i0 ⩵ Point[c, 0] 
k0 -− j0 ⩵ Point[d, 0]  l0 -− k0 ⩵ Point[c, 0] 
m0 -− l0 ⩵ Point[d, 0]  n0 -− m0 ⩵ Point[c, 0] 
f -− e ⩵ Point[d, 0] 
g -− f ⩵ Point[c, 0] 
h -− g ⩵ Point[d, 0] 
i -− h ⩵ Point[ c, 0] 
j -− i ⩵ Point[d, 0] 
k -− j ⩵ Point[c, 0]  l -− k ⩵ Point[d, 0] 
m -− l ⩵ Point[c, 0] 

n -− m ⩵ Point[d, 0]  5 -− 10 b2 + b4 ⩵ 0 -−2 b ht + c ⩵ d,
MarkPointAt → {"E", "E0", "F", "F0", "G", "G0", "H", "H0", "I", "I0", "J",

"J0", "K", "K0", "L", "L0", "M", "M0", "N", "N0"}, MarkDisplacement → 0,
Show → True, Case → 2;
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Decagon Knot: Step 1

HO["E E0", Handle → "B", Direction → Valley];

Decagon Knot: Step 2
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HO["F F0", Handle → "B", Direction → Valley];

Decagon Knot: Step 3

HO["G G0", Handle → "B", Direction → Valley];

Decagon Knot: Step 4

HO["H H0", Handle → "B", Direction → Valley];
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Decagon Knot: Step 5

HO["I I0", Handle → "B", Direction → Valley];

Decagon Knot: Step 6

HO["J J0", Handle → "B", Direction → Valley];
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Decagon Knot: Step 7

HO["K K0", Handle → "B", Direction → Valley, MarkDisplacement → 0];

Decagon Knot: Step 8

HO["L L0", Handle → "B", Direction → Valley, MarkDisplacement → 0];
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Decagon Knot: Step 9

HO["M M0", Handle → "B", Direction → Valley, MarkDisplacement → 0];

Decagon Knot: Step 10

HO["N N0", Handle → "B", Direction → Valley, MarkDisplacement → 0];
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Decagon Knot: Step 11

ShowFolded[
ShowMarkPoints → {"X", "E", "E0", "F", "F0", "G", "G0", "H", "H0", "I",

"I0", "J", "J0", "K", "K0", "L", "L0", "M", "M0", "N", "N0"},
More → {Thickness[0.01`], Hue[0],

GraphicsLine[{"E0", "L", "I0", "F", "M0", "J", "G0", "N", "K0", "H"}]},
MarkDisplacement → 0, SphericalRegion → False];

Decagon Knot: Step 11

Proof 

6. Conclusion
We  have presented the methods for constructing polygonal knots using a Mathematica based computational origami system Eos. We
discussed the methods from the one for a regular triangle pre-knot and developed into the method for the a pentagon knot. The methods are
applicable to construct arbitrary n-gon knot and knot-like objects. In [C] Sakaguchi gave a proof of the rigid knot made of an origami tape
and mentioned that 2n+1 regular polygonal knot can be constructed by hand. Our method is a yet another rigorous and general method of
constructing an arbiitrarey n-gonal knots using a computational origami system. 
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We  have presented the methods for constructing polygonal knots using a Mathematica based computational origami system Eos. We
discussed the methods from the one for a regular triangle pre-knot and developed into the method for the a pentagon knot. The methods are
applicable to construct arbitrary n-gon knot and knot-like objects. In [C] Sakaguchi gave a proof of the rigid knot made of an origami tape
and mentioned that 2n+1 regular polygonal knot can be constructed by hand. Our method is a yet another rigorous and general method of
constructing an arbiitrarey n-gonal knots using a computational origami system. 
Furthermore,  we explained a  new version of  Orikoto,   which enables  origamists  to  specify  directly  the  geometric  constraints  in  the
framework of the first-order predicate logic.
As for the future research directions, we share the vision of Maekawa [H].   We will apply and extend our Eos to knot folds for incorpora-
tion of the capabilities of 3D graphics.
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